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Young Children and Screen Time 
• If a child sees or hears something the brain doesn’t recognize as correct 

or normal(i.e.. Animated figures, dancing letters) they will focus on it 
until the brain determines it is not a threat = becomes passive, absorbed, 
mesmerized and zoned into the screen. 

• A body at rest tends to stay at rest(based on first law of physics) 

• Continued exposure to high levels of sensory input =real life seems slow = 
boredom and inattentiveness.  

What to Try 

• Simplify our homes  

• Play 

• Let kids be bored and use imagination 

• Attachment is senses, sameness, belonging, significance, love and being 
known.  

• Stop texting your kids at school – Hold that text!  

Resource: “Young Children in he Digital Age” by Nancy Carlsson- Paige 
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Six Core Ideas for the Field Of Child Development 
• 1) Whole bodies and senses to learn about the world.  

• 2) Learn from direct first hand experience in the world. 
Everything on a screen is a symbolic representation of 
something in the real world. You and I know this without even 
thinking about it. But young children don’t understand this.  

• 3) Learn by inventing ideas 

• 4) Make sense of their world through play. 

• 5) People build inner resiliency and coping skills through 
play/interaction. 

• 6) People live and learn in the context of social relationships. 

• Resource: “Young Children in he Digital Age” by Nancy Carlsson- 
Paige 
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Ideas for Putting these Concepts into Use 
• 1. Move and explore  

• 2.  Give them lots of opportunities for social interaction  

• 3. Keep children away from screens in the first two years of life as 
much as possible and keep screen use to a minimum throughout the 
early childhood years(no more than 2 hours) When a child wants 
screen time, we can ask ourselves: “What is the potential of this 
activity for fostering imagination and/or social development? Is there 
a more beneficial, more fully engaging experience available for my 
child right now?”  

• 4. Try to provide a space (even a corner of a room in an apartment can 
work well) and uninterrupted time for children to play every day. 

• 5. Give children undefined materials (playdough, art materials, blocks 
and building materials, household objects) to play with that will 
encourage the deepest, most creative and expanded play possible.  

• Resource: “Young Children in he Digital Age” by Nancy Carlsson- 
Paige 
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Continued… 
• 6. Pay conscious attention to our own use of mobile devices 

• 7. Try to make screen use with children a conscious choice 
and not one we turn to automatically.  

• 8. Try practicing the art of being fully present with children. 

• 9. Avoid using screens to occupy children or to distract them 
from difficult feelings or moments.  

• 10. Be alert to the school environment children have and 
advocate for classrooms that engage kids through playful 
learning and allow them to follow their own curiosity rather 
than the didactic learning that is so widespread today. 

• Resource: “Young Children in he Digital Age” by Nancy 
Carlsson- Paige 
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Ideas to Consider 
• Good things come from doing scary things… firsts.. 

Excited and nervous =same thing.  

• Make room for emotions –if you accept an emotion it 
helps shrink it(radical acceptance). 

• Focus on effort rather than outcome, it is natural and 
okay to make mistakes, that is how we learn.  

• Give message to kids that the world is a safe place.  

• Give them chores: same day each week, visual 
schedule if needed, regular free play, meals together. 
This helps them learn the skills they will need to be 
independent and self esteem means doing things for 
yourself.  

• Resource: Institute of Child Psychology 
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Online Gaming Concerns: 
 • World Health Organization states "Gaming disorder is defined....by 

impaired control over gaming, increasing priority given to gaming over 
other activities to the extent that gaming takes precedence over other 
interests and daily activities, and continuation or escalation of gaming 
despite the occurrence of negative consequences.” 

• Become aware of the craving.. What do you feel in your body? 

• As parents we need to be diligent because of the extra gambling-like game 
design with loot boxes and in app purchases.  

• Firm boundaries are needed and parents may need to come together on 
this.  

•  Learn more about why you do what you do. Why do you behave the way 
you do? What needs does gaming or technology fulfill for you? What draws 
you to it? What voids would be created in your life without gaming?  

• Psychiatrist and Gaming Addiction Specialist, Dr. Clifford Sussman says 
“The more time one spends online, especially in one sitting, the more a 
process called downregulation causes a drop in the number of dopamine 
receptors in the reward processing area of the brain. This causes a decrease 
in our ability to feel pleasure, resulting in a need to seek more stimulation.”  

• Resource: Delayney Rushton, Screenagers 2018 
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Brief Internet and Gaming Screening 
• How often do you think about your current, previous of next tech activity? 

Never, Occasionally, Weekly, Daily, Hourly, Always 

• Have you become restless, irritable, angry or anxious or irritable when you 
are unable to engage in tech activities? Yes, No 

• Has your engagement in tech activities increased in the last year?  Yes, No 

• What is the average number of hours spent engaging in tech activities each 
week? Less than 7, Btwn 8-14, 15-20, 21-30, 31-40, more than 40? 

• Have you tried to reduce use but found it too difficult? Yes, No, Occasionally.  

• Have you lost interest in non tech activities? Yes, No 

• Have you continued to engage in the activities despite knowing the 
problems you experience with it? Yes, No 

• Have you deceived a friend, family member, partner, boss or counsellor 
about your time spent on tech? Yes, No 

• Resource: Plugged in: A Clinicians’ and Families’ Guide to Online Video 
Game Addiction by Terry R. Waite 
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Continued…. 
• Do you find yourself doing these activities to feel better and to distract? Yes, No 

• Have you lost a significant relationship, academic or employment because of 
your tech use? Yes No 

• On the line below, please select the option that best describes how you feel 
right now: 

I never think  about tech 

Sometimes I think about tech less 

I have decided to engage in tech use less 

I am already  trying to engage in tech less 

I changed my engagement in tech already – I do not do this or have reduced my 
use.  

If there are at least 5 yes answers, consider that the person might have an 
Internet Gaming Disorder. May range from minimal to severe.  

Resource:”Will Your Gamer survive college? By Melanie Hempe BSN 
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If you think someone you know is heavily 
dependent.. Approach/ Possible Option 1: 

It is important to inform them that video game rules are going 
to change in one week. Discuss the changes, reasons why and 
consequences if they do not follow the rules. You can choose 
to relax the rules during that week before if needed(helps 
them see their concerning behaviors; fatigue, uncompleted 
homework..) 

Week 1: Beginning : average weekday – 6 hours weekday, and  
8 hours weekend 

Week 2: 4.5 hours weekday and 6 on weekend(25% reduction). 

Week 3: 3 hours weekday and 4 on weekends(25% reduction). 

Week 4: 1.5 weekday and 2 on weekends(50% reduction). 

Week 5: 1 hour weekday(17% reduction) and 2 hours on 
weekend( no reduction). 

Resource: How to Help Children Addicted to Video Games: A 
Guide to Parents by Dr. Brent Conrad 
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Continued: 
Three Critical Components of your intervention: 

A) Give an intervention time to succeed. 

B) Never make threats you are not prepared to follow through on.  

C) Always enforce predetermined consequences if rules are not followed.  

Be clear about wants and needs. Ex I need you to get ready for bed. Need means not 
negotiable. 

Provide 5 minute warnings… allows child/youth a bit of time but not too much to 
comply. 

Figure out ahead of time the discipline if the child/youth does not follow through. They 
may need a reminder of the consequence if they do not comply.  

If your child becomes aggressive… do not follow though at that time.. This could 
indicate that some underlying emotional or behavioral concerns are occurring and it  
would be helpful for them to see a counsellor, psychiatrist, doctor or psychologist.  

Resource: How to Help Children Addicted to Video Games: A Guide to Parents by Dr. 
Brent Conrad 
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Approach 2: 
• For some children/youth all screens (except for a basic word 

processor) may need to be removed. When talking to 
youth/kids we talk about both options and our reasons for 
both approaches.  

• Please consult “Reset Your Child’s Brain” book by Victoria 
Dunckley.. I have a few copies to loan on how to remove 
screens for a 4 week time period and see how this affects  
your concerns.  

• When talking to kids/youth about changes in gaming 
acknowledge how much they like it, talk to them about why 
you are doing what you are, your worries, that you love them, 
and  the needs for all of you.  

• Listen to their concerns and feelings.  
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Plugged In: A Clinicians’ and Families Guide to 
Online Video Game Addiction by Terri. R Waite 

Level One : No video games for 4 weeks 
 
Level Two: (8 weeks)Gamer may enjoy up to ninety minutes 2 times a week at Arcade, 
with a hand held game or console with no online access.. Only racing and first person 
shooter.  
 
Level Three: (12 weeks) Gamer may play up to one hour a day on school days and up to 
3 on weekends as long it does not interfere with school or work. Meeting up with 
friends online is prohibited and so in online play. 
 
Level Four: (12 weeks) Same as level 3 but online access from a game console is 
allowed during weekend play only.  
 
Level Five: (12 weeks) Game time can increase to 90 minutes per week as long as not 
interfering with school, etc.  
 
Level Six(Maintenance) At this level gamer can be introduced to all games that do not 
interfere with life and these core rules – no  more than 2 hours on school/work day and 
4 hours on weekends, chores etc before playing, can only have one account, game 
systems stay in common area.  
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YouTube Safety/Management from 
Commonsense Media 
• Set up a Family Youtube account – can see info they 

share and what they watch 

• Turn on safety mode- limits some but not all 
concerning stuff. 

• Subscribe to Channels 

• Upload privately – can limit who can view their videos 

• Disable comments – to avoid offensive comments 

• Use apps such as SelfControl, Freedom, Anti-Social, 
FocusWriter, WriteRoom,StayFocusd, LeechBlock, 
FocusON to help stay focused when doing school or 
work.  

• Resource: Commonsense Media 
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Netflix – too  much of a good thing? 

• To disable Post-Play's auto-play feature on a Netflix profile, navigate 
to your Account, click Playback Settings, then uncheck the option to 
Play next episode automatically. Other Post-Play features will still be 
enabled -- this setting simply turns off automatic playback of the 
next episode. 
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Conversations 
 

• Talk to your kids about gaming/social media dependency 

• Have everyone talk about their favorite video game or all other consuming 
internet activities. What makes them so appealing? 

• When does each of us use the internet or play games with an intention? In what 
situations do each of us do those things to escape? 

• How easy is it for you to set your own limits around using the internet and 
gaming and then stop when the time is up? 

• When you have tried to stop and failed, what things did you learn at that 
moment?  

The more we let kids know it is not a moral failing to not be in control, the better, 
and the more we engage them in thinking scientifically about the process of 
willpower, the better they become at it. 

• What do you think the limits should be on weeknights? Weekends? School 
breaks? 

Resource: Delayney Rushton, Screenagers 2018 

 

 

 

New tools that parents are using to self regulate gaming: QTIME and  HDMI cable   
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Conversations 
• “Hey, what if we focus on arguing less and just work together to 

find one small time we are without screens--maybe 10 minutes in 
the car or.....? ”  

• You might ask them to pick a number of hours they would like to be 
on screens per day. Then, whatever number they choose, it is on the 
condition that they are accountable to that number. They will need 
to agree to do check-ins with you every few days or to tell you the 
time they have spent each day. Consider asking them to use an app 
like Moment, Screen Time to keep track of the time spent on their 
phone and video games. This approach often shows teens how 
much harder it is to limit their time than they had expected even 
when they are picking the number of hours.  

• Not in the heat of the moment…. instead go outside and mark 
down the date and the time, write something in a journal, take a 
breath, and then plan to bring up the situation later. When you do 
bring it up later, try to use “I” statements such as “I feel XYZ when 
you do XYZ.” This is a much more effective way of getting your teen 
to talk with you rather than if you said something like ”When you 
do XYZ, it really is disrespectful.”  

• Resource: Delayney Rushton, Screenagers 2018 
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Tech Talk Boundaries 
Tech Talk conversation, these questions could help you think 
about texting habits and decide if adjusting them makes sense:  

• When you have a thought or a question for someone, do you 
usually text it right away, or consider waiting or finding a time 
to call or tell them in person?   

• Do you respond to texts right away? Do you expect others to 
respond right away?  

• What are some reasons you have for not responding  to a text 
right when you receive it?  

• Do you find it distracting to receive a text when you are in a 
situation where you cannot respond at that moment, or for a 
while?  

• In Apple iPhone’s new software it is easy to set a message to say 
I am driving and can’t respond to texts. Might you try that if you 
have an iPhone?  

• Resource: Delayney Rushton, Screenagers, 2018 
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Other Approaches 
• Dive into in-depth empathy exploration by asking to let you do 

something fun on screens with them like playing a video game. 
“Wow, I can really see why you love these games so much” and 
then see where this take things.” 

• (A technique from Dr. Kastner) Consider starting a conversation like 
this: “Hey, I want to talk with you about screen time, and given our 
past conversations, I realize that no matter what I do it’s really 
tricky. If I don’t try to talk about screen time I feel pretty crappy as a 
dad because I really think my job as a dad is to make sure you have 
lots of different experiences and opportunities, and if I do bring up 
anything you might feel judged or angry. Is there a way that we can 
discuss this that might make it go better?  

• Set up a visit with a person who can mediate a talk with you and 
your teen, or maybe even the whole family using some of the 
techniques in this blog. Consider a grandparent, a counsellor, a 
college advisor, a person the family admires that has grown kids 
and is a skillful mediator, or a leader from a religious center.  

• Resource: Delayney Rushton, Screenagers, 2018 
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Snapchat/SnapKidz Insights 
• Google Snapchat guide for parents… people like that it is in the moment… put 

setting on “My friends” setting so you do not get pics from strangers.   

• Snap Map… people monitor boyfriends, partners, constant texting – need support 
with boundaries. 

• Has a new feature called Memories… and “My Eyes Only” section where snaps can 
be stored…. Social engineering -share with friends ..steal identities Social 
pressured.. Now you are informed(not always) if someone takes a snapshot… but its 
too late! 

• Sexting: starts off as a pic sent to a friend… and it gets shared(non-consensual 
sharing is the problem) Most teens not surprised by this. Many share they are proud 
of their bodies..now you can be charged! In states… if you send a photo of yourself, 
charged in state porn laws. Blackmailing, pleading for pics, complimenting, being 
sexual without being sexual, populars will see them as daring or confident, sexting 
connected to being sexually active. 

• Who forwards sexts? A violation of trust, ignoring consent, Boys 3 times as likely to 
share photos without consent.  More likely sent my someone you trust 

• A software called mSpy allows parents to see what their children are sending 
on Snapchat, as well as who they're calling, texting, emailing and where they are. 
The parent must download the software onto their child's phone first. Once it is 
installed, they can see the messages on their own device  

• Resource: Hannah Rosin – Why Kids Sext, 2014 and Soraya Chemaly “Teen Sexting 
Isn’t the Problem” 2014 
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Instagram/Facebook Messenger 
• When posting, people can swear and be mean(abuse)… share story  111, 

000 likes, 25, 000 retweets – fakelife etc. encouragers upbeat images, 
often staged then can be shamed or judged. 

• New tools on Instagram: “We are now using machine learning 
technology to proactively detect bullying in photos and their captions 
and send them to our Community Operations team to review. Instagram 
introduced a bullying comment filter to proactively detect and hide 
bullying comments from Feed, Explore and Profile. 

How to set Instagram time limit? 

• The third and last feature, aptly named Manage Your Time, will let 
you set the aforementioned time limit anywhere between 15 minutes to 
8 hours. You will find it on the Settings page and all you need to do is tap 
on Set Daily Reminder and set the time which you deem appropriate. 

• Tips for Parents about Instagram: 
https://help.instagram.com/154475974694511 

• Facebook Messenger for Kids-targeted for 6 to 12 year olds- training 
wheels for messaging? Has apps for coding, math, and mindfulness… 
nudity slipping through… Facebook trying to attract new users.Some 
parents feel they have more control than using iMessage.  

• Resources: Alex Hern and Queenie Wong  
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Suicide Ideations/Risk 
 

• There’s growing evidence these digital addictions are promoting depression, 
loneliness, video-gaming abuse and even suicidal behavior, especially among 
teens and young adults. Instead of feeling obliged to moderate their level of 
connectivity, however, consumers have come to feel a sense of entitlement 
about their habits, unconstrained by social mores that previously framed these 
habits as inappropriate. Indeed, heavy use of digital devices is widely 
encouraged because of the misguided idea that so-called multitasking makes 
us more productive.” 

• One of the more alarming examples of the glorification of teen suicide is a 
social media trend called the “blue whale game.” Players of the game are 
tasked by “admins”—who function as a sort of referee—to complete 50 days of 
challenges. These challenges typically include various forms of self-harm and 
culminate with the players ending their own lives.  

What to do if someone close to you threatens this:  Talk to doctor, school 
counsellor 

Vancouver Island Crisis Line 1-888-494-3888 

Suicide Prevention Centre 1-800-Suicide (BC Wide) 

Teen line: www.vicrisis.ca for crisis chat and crisis texting 

Mobile Crisis Response team 1-888-494-3888 

Resource: Pew Research Centre 
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Use a Family Media use plan(include 
Children/Youth in this) 
Will you allow technology during the week? If so, what types? 
If so, before school? Will tasks need to be completed 
beforehand?  

Will you allow it after school? If yes, what tasks need to be 
completed first? 

What time does technology get turned off at night? Do you 
allow tech in bedrooms? If so, what does that look like? What 
types? 

Is technology allowed in the car? Car road trip exemptions? 

Is technology allowed on bus rides? 

Where is technology kept when sleeping? 

Will you use parental controls? If not, how will you monitor 
their use? 

Resource: Screen-smart parenting by Dr.Jodi Gold 
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Continued… 

• Do you have your children’s passwords? 

• Have you spelled out specific actions that are 
forbidden? Cyberbullying, sexting, forwarding 
texts, pretending to be someone else, taking credit 
for others work, hacking, online gambling, 
downloading apps etc without asking 

• Have you discussed privacy and safety issues? This 
can look like.. Will follow all social media but not 
comment, randomnly check phones and devices, 
allow teen greater independence over time. 

• What will be the consequences for infractions? 

• Resource: Screen-smart parenting by Dr. Jodi Gold 
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Continued… 
• What games can they play? Use 

Commonsensemedia ratings, ask why they want the 
game? Explore pros and cons of games. 

• What ways are they using technology for education?  
Do they need apps to help?  

• What ways are they using technology for self 
expression? 

• How are they showing kindness online? Standing up 
for someone being cyberbullied, cheering on a friend 
etc.  

• What specific sites are forbidden? 

• Resource: Screen-smart parenting by Dr. Jodi Gold 
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Can you Raise a Teen Without a Smartphone? 
• “Kids’ smartphone use is connected with lower academic performance and more 

emotional struggles—two problems which hurt kids’ ability to gain independence.” 

• “Unfortunately, kids tend to use computers, phones, and other digital devices primarily for 
entertainment, not learning purposes.” 

• “Students in high school who are allowed to use phones during the school day tend to 
receive lower test scores than students who aren’t allowed to use phones during the school  
day.” 

• Give a basic phone, rather than a smartphone 

• Teach skills before handing over devices 

• Put social media apps on laptops only 

• Buy them an alarm clock 

• Encourage activities  and unstructured time without tech 

• Help them increase in person social interactions – have friends in your home, offer to drive. 

• Encourage and support your teen in being the initiator 

• Encourage them to have a part time job 

• Resources : Melanie Hempe BSN and Dr. Richard Freed 
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Helpful Options 
• Some parents lock up all electronics at a certain time of day.. Others have a basket to put devices in.. 

Depending on family and individuals (always involve children in your plan as you are more likely to have 
success) 70% of parents do not do this. Celebrate successes of plans.  

• Pinterest has screen time plans! Print off Screen-smart parenting has a great plan too! 

• No screens at family meals, in the car and limit screens in presence of others(message is you are not 
valuable) 

• All homework done before dinner or early evening – remove phones during homework time 

• Some families do no screens Mon-Thurs but allow them Fri-Sun.  

• Whatever schedule you choose… sets a family pattern.  

• Canadian Mental Health offers telephone counselling –ask your doctor 

• If your family was a factory, what kind of product do you want to create? Types of tech allowed? How 
much time? Where is use? Content? What will you see if the plan is working? Or not working? 

o What occurs before screen time? maturity level, priorities and values, child’s responsibilities.  Cautious 
do not use chores to earn screen time: forbidden fruit, seems too valuable! 

o Resources: Dr. Nancy Carlsson-Paige, Dr. David Erickson and Melanie Hempe BSN 
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• Set a schedule: token, coupon or chip ( 30 tokens = 30 minutes of computer time) use timer, negotiate or 
not? Dole out coupons to be used.. They choose the time. One parent shared they used the Fitbit to 
track tokens. 

• Will screens be used as a reward or discipline? Can it be both?  

• Reward child/youth for getting off device when asked(but not with more screen time - Friend, mom, dad 
time instead)  

• Outside time before screen time… nature deficit theory 

• Make tech use intrinsic rather than extrinsic.. After 8 go on computer for ½ hour rather than when done 
homework go on computer. 

• Select binge days: pick days of week and none on other days.  

• Set up planned activities to look forward to (Ask kids what they want to do… laser tag, paint ball etc.) 

• Justify use: why? What do you like about screens? 

• Have kids/youth pay for iPads, cell phones , in game purchases 

• Teach kids real life skills- cooking, cleaning, shopping, budgeting etc 

• Resources: Dr. Paul Mohapel, and Dr. David Erickson 

 

 

 

Helpful Options 
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Helpful Options 
o Encouraging parents to support each other in the process. Learning about how other 

parents dealt with these issues through local  parenting groups 
o Contributions (Chores)  then play 
o Promote game design via tools (like Twine, RPG Maker, GameMaker,  Stopmotion, Unity 

etc.) and/or creativity-based games (like Minecraft or others w/level design tools) so kids 
learn to apply what they learn from gaming to create their own forms of media and 
develop coding/design skills.  

o Lego Robotics at Sylvan Learning Centre 
o Talk about how the body feels when engaged outside and in activities as opposed to on 

screens. Talk about feelings… 
o Out of sight... Out of mind 
o Commit to a new hobby, challenge, activity and do it with your kid!  
o Set a reading list and read with them or be a role model and read yourself 

o Other activities can be financially assisted: Jumpstart, L.I.F.E pass, Kidsports 

o Make a list or a jar of activities for kids to do when bored  

Resource: Families Managing Media – Melanie Hempe BSN 
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Helpful Books 
• Reset Your Child’s Brain by  Victoria L. Dunckley 

• Screens and Teens by Kathy Koch 

• Getting to Calm by Laura S. Kastner and Jennifer Wyatt 

• Disconnected by Thomas Kersting 

• Simplicity Parenting by Kim John Payne 

• Screen-smart parenting by Jodi Gold 

• Wired Child: Reclaiming Childhood in a Digital Age 

• Irresistible by Adam Alter 

These are not recommendations but books I read that had some helpful ideas. 
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Apps to Help to Help With Self Regulation 
• Screen time on iPhone and iPads – sets limits on overall use, set limits on specific apps, set 

downtimes. 

• Circle with Disney (cost $99) – small app as well as an app that pairs with router, pause the 
internet button, individual  content filters for each family member, sets limits on apps, set a 
reoccurring use schedule. 

• OurPact (free version or $4.99 per month) – control phone can block other phones for any 
period of time, set a recurring schedule. 

• Moment (free version or $3.99 per month) – sets limits on screen time, tracks how much you 
use your phone, gives usage reports, has a coach function. 

• Bark- social media, text and email monitoring, parental alerts, works with schools too. 

• unglue (free or $9.99 per month) – sets limits on screens, sets a recurring schedule, get usage 
reports, remotely turn off internet, block adult content,  

• Protect your kid – sets limits on screens, blocks access to apps, organizes apps into groups 
and set rules, set recurring device, black adult content 

Resource: Dr. Delayney Rushton, Screenagers, 2018 
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More Apps for a Better Balance 
• Torch Wifi Router ($249 plus $9.99 per month) – remotely 

turn off internet, create a unique profile for each device.  

• Curbi (free) – for both iPhone and Android – remotely turn 
off the internet to an individual device, set weekly usage 
reports, block adult content. 

• Net Sanity(monthly rates dependent on devices enrolled) 
– available for iPhone and Android, remotely turn off the 
internet to an individual device. 

• FamilyTime – available for iPhone and Android, track 
device locations, geofence locations, get usage locations, 
block adult content.  

Resource: Dr.Delayney Rushton, Screenagers 2018 
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Helpful sites/apps  

o Entertainment software ratings board: http://www.esrb.org 

o Children’s Screen time Action Network: https://screentimenetwork.org 

o Center on Media and Child Health: https://cmch.tv/parents/video-games/ 

o Defending the Early Years: https://www.deyproject.org (free guide of “Parents in the Digital age”) 

o Screenage Bootcamp: https://www.screenagebootcamp.com 

o White Hatter: Family Collective Agreement, intimate image deletion, vault and decoy apps etc.:https://www.thewhitehatter.ca 

o Family Media Use Plan 
www.HealthyChildren.org/MedicalUsePlan 

o Screenagers 
https://www.screenagersmovie.com 

o Game Quitters : https://gamequitters.com: Info for Parents and  high school Gamers. They have a great list on 60 + activities to 
do instead of tech. 

o https://www.olganon.org/forum  Anxiety Gaming Support Group(Parents) 

o http://cgaa.info : Computer Gaming Anonymous(high school/parents) 

o Commonsensemedia: https://www.commonsensemedia.org 

o Digital Citizens Academy: https://digitalcitizenacademy.org/programs/ 
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Helpful sites/apps  

o Helpful Apps: Moment, Quostodio, Checky, Menthal, Screen Time, Circle, Tech Den, Betfilter, K9 

o Screen time on iPhone and iPads allows you to control time on apps, websites, video games etc. Ex. All apps go 
off at 9, including texting. Screenagers blog leads you through steps on how to do this.  

o Being Screen Savvy – turn on filters: Qustodio, Net Nanny, Kaspersky  Safe kids, Norton, Clean Router, Cisco, 
Ourpact.  

o Behaviour Toolbox Apps by David Erickson 

o Kelty Mental  Health Resources: http://keltymentalhealth.ca 

o The Psychology Foundation of Canada: 
https://psychologyfoundation.org/Public/Public/Resources/Material_Order_Forms/Resources.aspx 

o Teach Hub: http://www.teachhub.com/how-teach-digital-citizenship 

o TRUCE Family Play Plans: http://www.truceteachers.org/family-play-plans.html 

o Cris Rowan, Zone’in Programs Inc.: http://www.zonein.ca/ 

o Mediatrician: https://cmch.tv/parents/askthemediatrician/ 
 
o Simplifying our homes/relationships – Kim Payne https://www.simplicityparenting.com 
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Finding Information & Support… 

oShannon Husk, Prevention and Community Engagement /Outreach 

Gaming and Gambling Information Representative 
• Vancouver Island 
• shannon.husk@telus.net  
• 250-588-3861 

 
• Doug Hilton, Registered Clinical Counsellor 
• 250-217-8854 
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